
Pre-reading;	is	
there	another	

way?

Teacher training courses often concentrate more on method, 
techniques and materials than on the teacher, yet when 
students are asked why they prefer a certain class their answer 
usually centres on the teacher. 

The skill of empathizing with one’s students can and 
should be taught; how to make the class interesting should be 
prioritized, and the yardstick of immersion principles should 
be used as an aid in comprehending and implementing real 
communicative language teaching.
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• How many of us believe that at least some of the new 
vocabulary should be pre-taught (i.e. taught before Ss 
read the text)?

Pre-reading

(concerning a reading passage)

• And how should this pre-teaching be done?



(After “Look at the picture/heading and discuss X in pairs.”)

- pre-reading matching tasks (word + definition)

- post-reading matching tasks

- ask the students to ‘guess’ the meaning

- prompt the student to use a dictionary 

- none of the above

*Click on the word for translation/definition?

Coursebook instructions:



• Remember immersion. We didn’t see words on a board or 
a handout and have to figure out their meaning. 

• Context is essential in enjoyable learning, and the 
teacher should provide it. 

• Images without coherence may fatigue the learners. 

• The easiest and fastest way to do this is to use the 
(traditional) board, and yourself.

• Downloading images eats up lesson preparation time. 



Matching tasks; should they 
come with a caveat?

Where, in immersion learning were 
you asked to do a matching task?

Hand out matching task, have at least one Irish person per group.



Pre-reading matching task, using Irish to simulate 
somewhat a learning situation.



ag spaisteoireacht

/eg ˈspaʃtorɑːxt/

ß Yes/no concept questionWould you spaisteoiracht if 
you were late for work?

Using images from the internet. (Time-consuming lesson prep.)



casadh

/kɑsə/



chroí



Tony tells story of meeting Katie Taylor while ‘ag spaisteoracht’ (mimes and elicits) in Bray. 
Draws a ‘gúna’, elicits this and elicits ‘gnaoi’, ‘ro-dheas’. Draws a ‘chroí’ and draws stickman 
‘thit mé i ngrá’, eliciting and writing on WB. Mimes being punched and elicits/feeds “I’m sorry, 

‘ba chleachtach liom’”.





1.	Stimulate	interest	in	the	usual	way	(realia,	coursebook	or	other	
image(s),	drawing,	mime,	interesting	question).

2.		Present	a	text	(not	handout)	which	is	similar/parallel	to	the	lesson	
text.	The	same	text	will	do	if	that’s	difficult,	as	long	as	it	can	elicit	
some	of	the	difficult	vocabulary.	Do	this	by:

drawing,	and	elicit	while	drawing	(media	images	don’t	engage	
students	as	well	as	the	teacher’s	effort).

4.		Use	context	(story,	anecdote)	to	elicit	other	(abstract)	vocabulary.

5.	Have	students	‘biting’	for	the	word,	but	don’t	‘labour’	the	matter.	
Progress	coherently.

6.	Put	words	on	the	board	as	you	elicit/feed	them.	NOT	before.

Pre-reading	with	pre-teaching	of	difficult	vocabulary,	
using	‘concept	before	word’	principle.



Handout texts. One half of attendees pre-teaches to the other. 
Hopefully, drawings of at least a spider for one text and a sleeping bag for the other will be produced.



(b   Read and mark True/False………..
……………………………………)

From English File, 3rd edn. Pre-intermediate. 
Latham-Koenig, Oxenden, Seligson. Unit 9. 
OUP 2012.

(post reading:)



From Solutions, 3rd edn. Intermediate.
Davies, Falla. Unit 4. OUP 2017.

[This is part of a pre-listening stage.]







Thank you.

Questions, comments, 
suggestions welcome.
antopenston@gmail.com
info@tppublications.com


